The ionosphere cun be the greatest variable source of error in precke time trander using GPS satel- 
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that attempts to obtain prpcise tirne by means of xnonitori~lg the clocks on thc GPS satellites can be limited by the tirnp dpl;~y of the earth's ionosphere. This additional tirnr delay is duc to the group delay of thr rnodulalion of the 1.023 MHz and 10. 23 MHz modulation which carry thr modulation, or time inforxnatio11 on the signal. 'I'hr arnou~lt of this additional tirrie delay can bc expressed as: where c is the velocity of light, in m / s and f is the carrier frequency, i11 Hertz.
TEC is the nurnbcr of free electrons in a unit column, having a cross sectiorl of one square meter, thc earth's ionosphere along the path betwccn the satellite and the ground rrlorlitoring station. Orie TEC unit is called 1 x 10IG el/m2. Typical monthly median values of this additional time delay are shown in E'igurc l a for 2000 U.
T. for the solar nlaximurn year of 1990. Note that the highest vall~cs of ionospheric vertical time delay are 50 nanoseconds. To convert vcrtical time delay values to those at a slant elevation angle a mean ionospheric height of 400 km is generally used. Thus, at low elevation a~lgles, even as low as 5 dcgrees, the time delay will be only approximately threc times as high as the vertical valucs.
During a period of rninimum solar activity tlic ionospheric time delay val~ies will be much lower. Figure l b illustrates the results of a monthly median rnodcl of time delay for 1995, a year of expected minirnum in solar activity. Note that the maximum value of ionospheric time delay is only 20 nanoseconds, an t nd for much of the time over the entire globe, the maximum median vertical ionospheric time delay is less than 5 nanoseconds. These model representations are of monthly median conditions only.
IONOSPHERIC DAY-TO-DAY VARIABILITY
The variability of ionospheric time delay about the monthly median values for any month is approximately normally distributed about the mean value with a standard deviation from 20 to 25%, especially during the daytime hours when the absolute values are the highest. Figure 2 illustrates the day-to-day variability of ionospheric time delay over an entire year, for a mid-latitude stamtion located near Boston, MA. The units in Figure 3 are in 1O1%1/m2 column. To obtain nanoseconds of time delay at L l , the 1.575 GlIz GPS freq uency, you must divide the TEC ordinate scale by 1.85. Note that each of the monthly overplots has a relatively large spread about its monthly median values. A similar variability is found for ionospheric time delay measured from other mid-latitude stations.
CORRECTING FOR IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY I. THE GPS IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY ALGORITHM
The GPS satellites transmit, as part of their data message, coefficients designed to correct for approximately 50% of the root mean square, (rrns) ionospheric time delay error. Tests of the performance of this algorithm against a large amount of mid-latitude ionospheric electron content data have shown that, indeed, at least a 50% rms correction is achieved. Klobuchar and Doherty. (1990) ) have looked at the statistics of the behavior of ionospheric time delay for a number of stations, and also have shown the statistics of the residual errors after applying the GPS ionospheric time delay algorithm. Figure 3a illustrates the statistics of thc variability of the earth's mean daytime ionosphere for a low mid-latitude station, Ramey, Puerto Rico. The three seasons of a solar maximum year, 1981, are represented separately in Figure 3a . The solid points represent the actual behavior of ionospheric range error, in meters at Ll, versus cumulative probability. Orie meter represents 3 nanoseconds of time delay. The abscissa is scaled in a manner such that a normal distribution is represented by a straight line in this figure. Note that for all three seasons the ionospheric time delay behavior is approximately normally distributed.
Also shown in Figure 3a is the remaining ionospheric range error after the use of the GPS single frequency user algorithm to correct for ioriospheric range error. Note that, for all but the approxi~rlatc lowest 0.01 fraction of the c;urves, the use of the algorithm considerably lowered thc ionospheric range error.
Figures /la and 4b illustrate similar data for a station located in Harrlilton, MA also for the solar rnaxirrlum year of 198 1. Again the GPS singlc frequency user ionospheric dgorithm provides a large improvement over the actual data for the claytime values for all thrce seasons. The large dcparture Sro~n near normal distribution of the data above 0.99 on the cumulative proba bility curve lor the e q u i~~o x daytime values shown in figure 4a is due to a singlc magnetic storrri which occurred during that season.
Other similar comparisons of actual ionospheric tncasurements against the GPS ionospheric algorithm have been made for stations l o c a t~d in Hawaii and Tro~nso, Norway. The results of cornparisons at all these stations show that the algorithm works best during times when the actual ionospheric range errors are the greatest, which is when it is highly desirable that it should work thc best. During the nighttime hours, when the absolute values of ionosplieric time delay arc low, the algorithm does not correct as well, but during those hours of low absolutc values, a poorer correction car1 Inore easily be tolerated.
MEASUREMENTS OF IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY
If the residual errors in obtaining precise time frorri GPS signals, after using the single frequency ionospheric correction algorithm, are still too large for precise time transfer using GPS, then an actual measurement of the ionospheric time delay ~ilust bc: made, preferably along thc line of sight from the same GPS satellite from which the time transfer is being attempted. Davis, et. al. (1.991) have described a, receiving system specifically designed to ineasurc ionospheric time delay fro111 multiple CiPS satellites. Figure 5 illustrates an example ol TEC data obtainetl from this type of code-free rec eiving system. Also show11 in this figure is the TEC obtained by the Faraday rotation technique. The agreement is excellent, indicating that the NlST ionospheric monitoring system works as desired.
The code-free GPS ionospheric receiving system is relatively inexpc~~sive and has been proven to yield satisfactory values of ionospheric time delay to an approxirna,te ac,c,uracy of a, few natloseconds, certainly better that ten 11a1lo seconds, but, at present, not as good as one nanosecond. One potential problem for io~lospheric corrections is the unknown offset of tlic 10.23 MHz modulation on the L1 and L2 frequencies on each GPS satellite. Each satellite has a different rriodulation offset, called tgd, which is trans~nitted as part of each satellite message. IJnfortunatcly, when compared against other nicasnre ments of ionospheric electron cozltent the transmitted tgd values do not yield as precise absolute ionospheric electron content as desired. Several groups are presently studying ways of improving the accuracy of this bias.
CORRELATION OF IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY WITH SO-LAR RADIO FLUX
Ionization in the earth's ionosphere is produced by ultra-violet, UV, e~nissions from the sun. Thus, it is tempting t o use a standard measure of short term solar activity, the solar radio flux on 10.7 cm wavelength, to correlate with the day-to-day variability of the ionosphere. Unfortunately, this does not work well due to many other complicating factors in the produc tion, loss and transport of ionizatio~l in the earth's ionosphere which are still subjects of active research in the ionospheric cornmuni ty.
As an example of attcmpts to correlate io~lospheric time delay against F10.7, Figure 6a illustrates correlations of mean daytime values of TEC against 10.7 crn solar radio flux for each of the 12 rnonths of 1981, a year of very high solar activity. The coefficient of correlation, along with the 95% confidence intervals is given for each month. Note that, for most months, the correlation is low. The highest values of correlation occur during April and December and even during those months the correlation coefficient is only 0.66.
If the magnetically disturbed days arc removed from each month, the resulting correlation does not ilnprove significantly, as indicated in Figurc Gb. Note that the non nth of April now has a negligible correlation, while that for May a11d some of the winter months has itnproved a bit. Over half the months of the year exhibit a negligible correlatio~l of mean daytime ionospher ic time delay against the standard F10.7 radio measure of solar UV flux.
LONG TERM SOLAR FLUX
We are now in the declining phase of the current 11 year solar cycle, as shown in Figure 7 . At present the predictions of long term solar activity are not reliable. Thus, an average solar cycle maximum is perhaps the best that ran be predicted at this tirne. As we approach the end of the current solar cycle, expected to be in the mid-ll-f90s, predictions of the next cycle should be Inore reliable sincc the method which has had moderate success in long term predictions has relied on recurrent magnetic storms during the last few years of a solar cycle. During the solar minimum conditions expected in the mid-1990s the absolute values of ionospheric tirne delay should be from one half to one fourth their values during solar maximum.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Ionospheric t i~n e delay limits the accuracy of precise time transfer, by using the single frequency signal fro111 the GPS satellites, t o a few tens of nanoseconds. The ionospheric time delay algorithm can irnprove the ionospheric rms error by at least 50%, but the remaining errors may still be too large for time transfer at the ten rlanosecond Ievcl.
The best method of correcting for the effects of ionosphcric time delay is simply to measure it directly hy means of a relatively inexpensive code-free receiving system designed specifically for that purpose. The overall accuracy of such a system is certainly better than ten nanoseconds, but
probably not yet at the one nanosecond level. Time transfer at the sub-nanosecond level using GPS will be very difficult t o accomplish due to the effects of the time delay of the earth's ionosphere.
The long term solar activity of the present solar cycle is now in its declining phase, and can be expected to rcach a minimurn in activity in the mid-1990s. The best current estimates of the next solar maximum are for it t o occur approximately in the year 2000, and to be of average strength. Ry the mid-1990s the predictions of the strength of the next solar maximum should be greatly improved. Samuel Ward, JPL In looking at the data there, and being aware that the ionization of the atmosphcrc by the solar Ilux is a function of the angle that the flux strikes the atmosphere. That angle is a function of the tidal bulge ca.used by solar, earth, lunar rhythms. Could this cause some of the problems that you see'! Mr. Klobuchar: What causes the long term solar behavior is not something that I don't really want to corrlment 011. Some people have said that most of the a~lgular momentum of the solar system is due to the planet Jupiter, since it is the heaviest planet. So sornehow Jupiter "sucks out" the sunspots from the sun. The period of Jupiter is about 11 years. Having said all of that, I shouldn't have because that smacks to me of astrology. The people who are the real solar experts don't have a good handle on what causes the cycles. They are starting to understand the shorter 4 term stuff a little, but not the long term. They know less about forecasting solar cycles than we do about the weather. JPL is starting to give soIile excellent data on the ionospheric measurements around the world because they are scattering the ROGUE receivers around and arc getting a lot of data. With that data, it may be possible t o make a world wide modcl of planetary tirne delay, directly, within the next five years or so.
Ranyii~g on
Dr. Claudine Thomas, BIPM: You forgot to mentio~l that there is another for~n of codeless receiver that was devrtloped at BIPM and reported At the PTTI in Redondo Beach. It is now 1 available in commercial form, conpled with a GPS receiver. That receiver is used a t BIPM.
I
Mr. Klobuchar: Yes, I did~i't 1nea.n to go into the commercial units, but therc are several out there. You should rcalize that the rights to cotnmercial use of them b e l o~~g s to Pcte McDoran, who did the work when he was at JPL. The sequence is probably JPL, NIST with the French group, a,nd the Japanese.
